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GUIDELINES - ACO  

 
Being an ACO is a pivotal rôle in Birdline. You are the first contact for a Safe House to ask 

questions. You are expected to do Homechecks to make sure a Member is suitable to be a Safe 

House or Fosterer. If you have any questions at all, your Manager is there to answer them. To 

Safe House or to Foster it is essential that the person be a Member of Birdline. 

 

A Safe House is where the bird goes for assessment. A copy of the Lifelong Care Agreement 

should be given to the Safe House (excluding Page 1 containing the donor’s details) when the 

bird is handed over, along with a Passport which belongs to the bird, and must stay with the 

bird wherever it goes. A Safe House should NOT rename a bird, it’s confused enough! 

 

A Fosterer is the permanent placement (the bird’s final home). 

 

Homechecks – both Safe House and Foster: Call the person to arrange an appointment, ensuring 

they have your name clearly, so they know who to expect. Call again to confirm before leaving 

your home so you don’t have a wasted journey. Be punctual. If you are going to be late, advise 

the person. Check the person is a paid-up Member of Birdline. If not, take a Membership 

Form with you on the day of the check, and fill it out at the time, collecting the 

Membership Fee. The Membership form should be scanned/emailed to the Manager within 

24 hours. Make the person feel at ease as they may be anxious about the Homecheck. Always 

be polite. General chat when a person relaxes can reveal a lot. Ensure you know their nearest 

Avian vet. Give them your contact details. 

 

If there is a bird already there: Check the quality of the food. Any seed mix shouldn’t have 

more than 10% sunflower seeds in it, and NO MONKEY NUTS. Monkey nuts are grown 

underground, and can contain fungal spores which would be inhaled by a bird, causing 

Aspergillus. Even a seed mix with the monkey nuts removed is dangerous. Check that fruit/veg 

is given daily. Check that the water is clean. Check the cleanliness and size of the cage. 

Remember most birds eat with their feet, so perches should also be clean. A bird should be able 

to sit in the middle of the cage, open wings in any direction, and not touch bars. Check that the 

bars are strong enough and far enough apart to allow movement around the cage, and that the 

bird should not be able to put the head through. Check the bird comes out of the cage for 

reasonable periods of time. Check how confident the person is with their own bird.  
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Go through the paperwork carefully. It’s a good idea to fill in the form yourself rather than ask 

the prospective  Safe House/Fosterer to do it. That way you can ask questions as you go along, 

expanding as necessary. The more information on any form the better. 

 

When doing a Foster Home Check, you are generally given an Evaluation Form that refers to the 

bird in question. Print this form, go through it with the potential Fosterer so they know as much 

as possible about the bird. You can leave the completed Evaluation Form with them if you wish. 

Remove the Safe House’s name. Check the people have a suitable carrier.  

 

Accepting a bird into Birdline: 

 

When collecting a bird to bring it into Birdline, it doesn’t need covering over when travelling 

unless it is nervous, or it’s an aviary bird, which must always be covered. Assess the bird. If it 

is showing signs of stress, pull over and cover the cage. Sometimes the bird is ok with one side 

of the cage uncovered. It is essential to fill out a Lifelong Care Agreement Form. Your Manager 

will inform you of the bird’s Birdline Reference number. The form is simple. The top page is 

marked ‘Donor’s Copy’ and is the Donor’s receipt for the bird. The rest of the form belongs to 

Birdline. Again, the more information the better. If the bird is coming with a cage, that cage 

stays with the bird unless it is unsuitable, ie: rusty, too small, or damaged beyond repair. In 

that case, another cage must be found. Whenever possible, the bird should be placed in the 

Safe House with its own cage and toys. This is familiarity for the bird, and the only security he 

may have. Sometimes a bird has been living for many years in a cage that is much too small. This 

cage (unless rusty) should be the home of the bird, in spite of the size, for the first few days, 

with a more suitably-sized cage close to the bird, to allow any fear to dissipate. Some birds are 

very afraid of severe changes. Please ensure the cage is marked with the name/BL No. of the 

bird in indelible ink, so no mix-up can happen. 

 

If you don’t mind strangers coming to your door, it is always worth asking if a donor can 

deliver the bird and cage to you. This will save you time, and will often help the donor 

come to terms with giving up the bird. 

 

It is YOUR duty to be aware of the bird, and check it when it is donated to Birdline. Check it 

looks healthy, and that there are no obvious signs of illness. If the bird looks sick on collection, 

call your Manager straight away before putting it with other birds. If the bird is collected in an 

emergency by a Safe House or Birdline Member, it should be checked asap by you, and the 

collector needs to advise you at the time if it appears sick. 

 

If a Safe House supplies a cage for a bird, when that bird is Fostered, the cage remains with 

the Safe House, the Fosterer is expected to supply a cage. Check before the bird arrives at 

the Fosterer’s home that the new cage is in place, and that you have seen and approved it. 
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Passport: 

It is your responsibility to provide a Passport for each bird. This Passport will be attached to 

the LCA and will stay with the bird wherever it goes.   

 

Bird Receipts: 

Sometimes you will need to take in/hand out a bird that is already in the Birdline system. 

Usually this is when a bird changes Safe House, or is moved to another area. This can happen 

for various reasons: perhaps the Safe House isn’t suitable/doesn’t get on with the bird, or 

there is a space somewhere else that would be more suitable, or the bird needs to be nearer an 

avian vet. The cage and toys must stay with the bird. If there is a reason you cannot transport 

the cage, then call your Manager who will ensure that it is transferred with the help of others. 

If the new Safe House does not have room to fit the cage in, then they should not be 

Safehousing that bird. 

 

Follow Up Checks – Foster: 

When a bird has been taken to the Fosterer’s home, after a month/6 weeks, you should visit 

and see that the bird has settled in well, and that there are no problems. Both bird and new 

family should be happy with the situation. After the initial bird check, the Fosterer should be 

checked avery 6 months or so, to make sure that everything is still ok. Rehoming will eventually 

be taking this role over to relieve the ACOs of some of the workload. You will be advised when 

your area has been covered for Fostered birds. 

 

Found Birds – one form for Finder, other form for Returning Bird to Owner: 

Birds are sometimes brought into Birdline from vets, various Social Services, and charities, as 

well as being found in somebody’s garden. There are two forms to deal with this – see 

‘Paperwork’ sheet. 

 

Aviary Birds: 

Aviary birds must be acclimatised before going into an aviary. If a bird has come in directly 

from an outside aviary, it can go immediately into another outside aviary. If it has to wait a few 

days, it should not be kept in a warm house, but somewhere that has a similar temperature to 

the aviary it came from. If the bird(s) were not in an aviary, but are completely uninterested in 

people, then an aviary can be found that is suitable. This applies mainly to small birds, ie: 

lovebirds, budgies, canaries, cockatiels etc. If it is cold outside, and the bird is not acclimatised 

ie not used to being outside, then the bird will have to be wintered inside, only being let out into 

an aviary when the weather is reliably milder, from May to late summer. Putting an 

unacclimatised bird out in cold weather can kill. 

 

For instructions on how to fill in/print forms, see the ‘Paperwork’ sheet. 
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PAPERWORK: 

 

All paperwork should be scanned and emailed to your Manager, cc to the Directors, the original 

should be handed to your Manager as soon as possible. Original paperwork should always be 

printed in colour. You should keep a copy of all paperwork for your own records. You may need 

to refer back to a document in the future.  

 

It is safest to fill in any form yourself, rather than allowing somebody else to do it. More 

information can be gained if you can expand on a question, ie: what food do you give your bird? 

Often the answer is very brief, but you can ask specific questions: does your bird like fruit? Do 

you give him toast? Etc. The more information the better. 

 

Make sure all numbers/signatures/dates are present. 

 

Lifelong Care Agreement: Print one copy of all pages. 

Use this one when accepting a bird into Birdline. Page 1 goes to the Donor. All the rest of it 

goes to Birdline. Please ensure any ring number/microchip number or description is completed 

on the form. Immediately after the collection of the bird, scan it, email it to the Area Manager 

(cc to Directors) print a copy to give to the Safe House – minus the page with the Donor’s 

contact details. This copy will need to go with the bird wherever it goes. Keep a copy for 

yourself. If the bird is clearly an aviary bird, only the top page (Donor’s Copy) and page 1 of the 

rest of the document (Birdline’s Copy) are necessary. Make a note on the paperwork of the age 

of an aviary bird, and if it’s been fed fruit/veg. If any bird is disabled, again, note it on the 

paperwork. Note any extras it comes with, ie playstand, carrier, etc. 

 

Temporary Safe House Agreement: Print two copies.  

This is the form when giving a Safe House a bird to assess. One copy is kept by the Safe House, 

one copy is for you. This also applies if you are Safehousing the bird. 

 

Homecheck Forms: Print one copy. 

This applies to both Foster and Safe House Homecheck forms. Each form is to be filled out in 

front of the Applicant, except for the last page which just has lines on it. This page is for your 

opinion, you write that when you get home. It’s where you can be completely honest. If you 

are happy with the people/home, then say so on that page. If not, say that, too, and why, and 

what concerns you have. The people you Homecheck sign the form to say they agree. The last 

page is not for their eyes. This Homecheck is FREE for the Safe House, but costs £20 for the 

Fosterer. If it’s a complete fail, make it plain to them that the decision is not yours, but is 

taken by your Manager. Do not ‘fail’ them directly. If you consider that with help they could 

improve, make suggestions, see if they accept your opinion, or if they just won’t listen.  
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Bird Receipt: Print two copies. 

This form is used as a receipt for a bird when it’s being handed over to another Birdline person, 

unless a TSH form is used. If you are part of a relay, moving a bird from one place to another,  

it’s a way of tracking who had the bird from whom, and where it ends up. One copy is for you, 

one for the person receiving the bird. Include a brief description of cage/toys. More than one 

bird can be entered on this form, if all birds going to the same person. 

 

Found Bird Receipt: Print one copy. 

There are two versions of this form, one for collecting birds found in the garden/in the street 

(Found Bird Receipt – Finder) the other one when returning the bird to the owner (Found Bird 

Receipt – Owner). Both forms are two pages long, one page for the Finder (or Owner), the other 

page for Birdline. 

 

Foster Agreement: Print two copies. (Fostering birds can only be authorised by the Rehoming 

Director). When a bird is Fostered, The Foster Agreement is sent to the Manager, who will 

send it on to you. One copy is for the Fosterer, one is for you. Make certain the Insurance 

Policy number is noted on both forms, and the Foster Fee is paid. You will need to sign on page 3 

to state you have received the Foster Fee. The Rehoming Director will have already signed the 

front of the form. The Rehoming Director is the only person authorised to sign this form. 

Please ensure that the ring number/microchip number or ring description is completed. 

 

Passport: Print one copy. 

A Passport should be attached to each LCA that stays with the bird, for identification 

purposes. Include bird’s ring number/ring description/microchip details. The picture on this 

document should be of the entire bird out of the cage. Any vet visits should be noted for 

future information. 

 

Evaluation Form: Print when doing a Foster Homecheck, to leave with Applicant. 

This is the form that is completed (on-line only, please) by the Safe House. These forms should 

be saved in ‘Word’ format. It should be as detailed as possible. Ask your Safe House to use the 

arrow keys to type on a new line rather than allowing it to happen automatically. They should 

then email the completed form to you, with a picture or two of the bird outside the cage. You 

need to check it through, as the Rehoming Team rely on that information to find the best home. 

The SH must answer the questions clearly and precisely, in as much detail as possible, paying 

especial attention to the bird’s likes/dislikes (men/women/children etc). Does the bird come 

with a cage? If any answer is not clear, you need to contact the SH and clarify it. Once you 

have checked it, email it to your Manager, who will pass it on to the Rehoming Director. You will 

only need to print one copy when doing a Foster Homecheck, to go through with the potential 

Fosterer. If necessary, ask the SH to complete the form by hand, and give it to you to type up. 

Then send it to your Manager.  
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Bird Numbers: 

Each bird is allocated a number when it comes into Birdline. These numbers are usually in place 

when a bird needs collecting, but occasionally a bird needs to be given a number, perhaps an 

emergency pick-up, or a bird someone has handed in/dumped. The numbers are on a database, 

contact your Manager who can access this, and give you a number for the bird. The Donor uses 

this number for any correspondence, so it is important that the number is included on the 

paperwork. If a Fosterer changes the bird’s name, they MUST inform Birdline. It is impossible 

to keep track of a bird without knowing the on-going name. Remember, sometimes it’s name is all 

the bird knows, so we don’t encourage it. 

 

Fees: 

There are various fees payable – the Safe House Homecheck is free. 

The Foster Homecheck is £20, payable on the day of the check. 

Membership Fee is £25 per year. There is a Membership Form that can be filled in and paid for 

on the day of a Safe House Homecheck if necessary. It’s a good idea to always take one along, 

just in case. 

 

The Foster Fee, when a new family Fosters a bird, varies according to the breed of bird. The 

amount is generally entered on Page 3 of the Foster Agreement. If not, your Manager will be 

able to let you know. That information is also on the website on the Rehoming Details section. 

 

When a bird is returned from a Fosterer, ALL paperwork must be collected along with the bird. 

Check the Foster Agreement. Did the bird have a cage? Playstand? If so, these need to be 

collected, also. 

 

All paperwork should be dealt with as quickly as possible, copies scanned, and sent to the 

Manager. This enables the databases to be kept up to date, making sure that when each 

bird is moved, there is a trail to follow. 

 

 


